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Written Statements 
Monday, 23 July 2018 

 

Business Policy 

[HLWS869] 

Lord Henley: My hon friend Richard Harrington, the 

Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, Minister for 

Business and Industry has made the following written 

ministerial statement: 

I will this morning lay before Parliament a draft 

Registration of Overseas Entities Bill which establishes a 

register of the beneficial owners of overseas entities that 

own UK property. This follows the commitment made at 

the Anti-Corruption Summit in 2016 to establish such a 

register, in order to combat money laundering and achieve 

greater transparency in the UK property market. 

Overseas entities will be required to register their 

beneficial ownership information with Companies House 

before obtaining legal title to UK property via the Land 

Registries. Overseas entities that own UK property when 

the requirements come into force, as well as any overseas 

entities that subsequently acquire UK property, will be 

required to register (and regularly update) their beneficial 

ownership information before they can undertake certain 

transactions with that property, such as selling or leasing 

the land, or creating a legal charge over the land, such as a 

mortgage. 

This will deliver a world-first register, and builds upon 

the UK Government's global leadership in tackling 

corruption, ensuring that the UK continues to be a great 

place to do business. 

The draft Bill will be published with accompanying 

explanatory notes, an overview document and impact 

assessment and research report on the potential impacts. 

The draft Bill will undergo pre-legislative scrutiny to 

ensure that it is robust and workable. The Government 

intends to introduce the legislation early in the second 

session of this Parliament. 

Engaging the Devolved Administrations 

[HLWS878] 

Lord Young of Cookham: The Chancellor of the 

Duchy of Lancaster and Minister for the Cabinet Office 

has today made the following Written Ministerial 

Statement. 

I wish to update the House on recent and ongoing 

engagement between the UK Government and the 

devolved administrations and my intentions for 

maintaining and strengthening intergovernmental 

relations moving forward. 

The UK Government is committed to strong and 

effective relations with the devolved administrations of 

the United Kingdom. As we leave the EU, and in the 

years ahead, we must continue to strengthen the bonds 

that unite us, because ours is the world’s most successful 

union. 

It is imperative that, as the United Kingdom prepares to 

leave the EU, the needs and interests of each nation are 

considered and that the UK Government and devolved 

administrations benefit from a unified approach wherever 

possible. That is only possible through the strength of our 

relationships and continued constructive engagement 

through a number of fora at ministerial and official level. 

As chair of the Joint Ministerial Committee on EU 

Negotiations (JMC(EN)), I seek to provide through these 

meetings the opportunity for meaningful engagement at 

the right time, to focus discussion on the most pertinent 

issues, understand where positions between the 

administrations differ and find and build on common 

ground. JMC(EN) has met on five occasions so far this 

year, to discuss the progress of EU negotiations as well as 

domestic issues arising from the UK’s departure from the 

European Union. It is my intention to convene another 

meeting in September and that the Committee should 

continue to meet regularly as we approach exit day. 

Meetings of JMC(EN) have allowed for considerable 

progress in a number of shared priority areas, including 

agreement on a set of principles for establishing common 

UK frameworks for certain powers as they return from the 

EU. They also enabled an agreement with the Welsh 

Government on amendments to the EU (Withdrawal) Bill 

and the establishment of a new Ministerial Forum on EU 

Negotiations (MF(EN)) and official-level technical 

working group sessions to enhance engagement with the 

devolved administrations on the UK’s negotiating 

position. This forum has met on two occasions - in 

Edinburgh and London - since it was set up in May. The 

next meeting is due to take place in Cardiff on 1 August 

and the forum will continue to meet regularly, whilst 

remaining flexible to the emerging rhythm of 

negotiations. 

Meetings of the Joint Ministerial Committee on Europe 

(JMC(E)) also continue to be held in advance of each 

European Council meeting, providing a forum to discuss 

the UK Government position on issues being discussed at 

the European Council that are of an interest to the 

devolved administrations. 

Officials from all administrations continue to work 

together to take forward EU-exit related programmes of 

work including on frameworks. Recent frameworks 

engagement has included a number of substantive 

multilateral discussions on areas where legislative 

frameworks are envisaged, in whole or in part. We will 

continue to discuss these areas with the devolved 

administrations over the summer. 

UK Government officials worked closely with the 

Scottish and Welsh Governments to develop the 

provisions that are now in the EU (Withdrawal) Act. 

While we were able to reach agreement with the Welsh 

Government, it is disappointing we were not able to reach 

that same agreement with the Scottish Government. The 

Northern Ireland Civil Service has been kept fully 
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informed of the progress of discussions, but it would be 

for an incoming Northern Ireland Executive to engage 

with this agreement. This agreement is without prejudice 

to the re-establishment of a Northern Ireland Executive 

and the intergovernmental agreement remains open to 

incoming Ministers in a future Northern Ireland 

Executive. The Government remains committed to the full 

restoration of the devolved institutions in Northern 

Ireland, as the Prime Minister clearly set out to the people 

of Northern Ireland and the political parties, during her 

visit of 19-20 July. 

The UK Government will continue to seek legislative 

consent for Bills according to the established practices 

and conventions, listen to and take account of the views 

of devolved administrations, and work with the Scottish 

Government, the Welsh Government and Northern 

Ireland officials on future legislation, just as we always 

have. 

The UK Government and devolved administrations are 

also working together to amend laws that would not work 

appropriately when we leave the EU to ensure we have a 

fully functioning statute book. 

The Cabinet Office works closely with the Scotland 

Office, the Wales Office and the Northern Ireland Office 

in overseeing intergovernmental relations and the 

devolution settlements, as well as in ensuring the UK 

Government advances the interests of each nation within a 

stronger United Kingdom. The Territorial Secretaries of 

State engage not only with the devolved administrations 

but with stakeholders across the devolved nations, 

ensuring that the interests of Scotland, Wales and 

Northern Ireland are fully and effectively represented in 

the UK Government. 

The UK Government also recognises the need to ensure 

our intergovernmental structures continue to work 

effectively. The Prime Minister led a discussion on the 

issue at the Plenary meeting of the Joint Ministerial 

Committee on 14 March, attended by the First Ministers 

of Scotland and Wales. Ministers agreed that officials 

should take forward a review of the existing 

intergovernmental structures and the underpinning 

Memorandum of Understanding and report their findings 

to the Committee in due course. This work is now 

underway, with UK Government officials working closely 

with their counterparts in the devolved administrations. 

My Cabinet colleagues of course continue to engage 

with their counterparts in the devolved administrations on 

a regular basis on a wide range of policy matters relating 

to EU exit and ongoing government business. 

EU Settlement Scheme 

[HLWS873] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: My rt hon Friend the 

Minister of State for Immigration (Caroline Nokes) has 

today made the following Written Ministerial Statement: 

My rt hon Friend the Home Secretary laid before 

Parliament on Friday 20 July a Statement of Changes in 

Immigration Rules [Cm 9675] concerning the EU 

Settlement Scheme for resident EU citizens and their 

family members. The Government also laid before 

Parliament on Friday 20 July the Immigration and 

Nationality (Fees) (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 

2018, which provide for the fees and fee exemptions for 

the scheme. 

As set out in the Statement of Intent published on 21 

June 2018, and in my oral statement that day about the 

scheme (column 508-520), the EU Settlement Scheme 

will be opened on a phased basis from later this year and 

will be fully open by 30 March 2019, and this will be 

preceded by a private beta phase to enable us to test the 

relevant processes and ensure that they work effectively. 

These measures, together with The Immigration 

(Provision of Physical Data) (Amendment) (EU Exit) 

Regulations 2018 on biometric enrolment for the scheme 

laid on 2 July under the affirmative procedure, will enable 

this private beta phase to begin from 28 August 2018. 

I am very grateful to the 15 public sector organisations 

set out in the Statement of Changes in Immigration Rules 

which have agreed to take part in the private beta phase. 

They are 12 NHS Trusts and three Universities in the 

North West of England, whose relevant employees and 

students will, if they wish, be able to apply for status 

under the EU Settlement Scheme during this period. It is 

appropriate that the National Health Service and the 

higher education sector, which both benefit so greatly 

from the contribution of EU citizens, should help in this 

way to establish the EU Settlement Scheme. As indicated 

in the Statement of Intent, we will provide further details 

in due course of our plans for the phased roll-out of the 

scheme. 

We also continue to expand our wider communications 

about the EU Settlement Scheme to ensure that EU 

citizens and their family members living in the UK are 

aware of it and of how it will operate, but are also 

reassured that, in line with the draft Withdrawal 

Agreement, they will have plenty of time (until 30 June 

2021) in which to apply for status under the scheme. 

Foreign Affairs Council 

[HLWS870] 

Lord Ahmad of Wimbledon: My Right Honourable 

Friend, the Minister of State for Foreign and 

Commonwealth Affairs (Sir Alan Duncan), has made the 

following written Ministerial statement: 

The United Kingdom’s (UK) Permanent Representative 

to the European Union, Sir Tim Barrow, represented the 

UK at the Foreign Affairs Council (FAC). It was chaired 

by the High Representative and Vice President of the 

European Union (EU) for Foreign Affairs and Security 

Policy (HRVP), Federica Mogherini. The meeting was 

held in Brussels. 

Current Affairs 

Ministers reviewed the situation in Gaza and the 

meeting of the Joint Commission of the Joint 

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPoA) in Vienna on 6 

July. The UK reported on the Western Balkans Summit 
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that took place in London on 9 and 10 July. Ministers 

noted that the EU-Community of Latin American and 

Caribbean States (CELAC) meeting and Somalia 

Partnership Forum would take place in Brussels on 16 

July. 

Eastern Partnership 

Ministers discussed the Eastern Partnership ahead of the 

Eastern Partnership Ministerial meeting that will take 

place in October. They reaffirmed the commitment of the 

EU to the region, to the reform agenda, and to the 

priorities identified as the '20 deliverables for 2020', to 

achieve a stronger economy, governance, connectivity 

and society. The Council confirmed the continuing 

relevance of a tailor-made and differentiated approach for 

each of the six countries (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 

Georgia, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine) in their 

relations with the EU. Ministers noted the progress made 

in the six countries but also underlined the need to step up 

reforms in areas such as governance, justice, the fight 

against corruption, economic reform and the business 

environment. They expressed particular concern over the 

situation in the Republic of Moldova. Finally, Ministers 

highlighted the importance of using the opportunity that 

the 10th anniversary of the partnership in 2019 would 

present, to highlight the EU's commitment to the region. 

Libya 

The HRVP reported back on her visit to Libya on 14 

July. Ministers reiterated their support for the Secretary 

General of the United Nations’ (UN) Special 

Representative, Ghassan Salamé. Ministers stressed the 

need to accelerate work towards elections and that a 

proper constitutional and legal framework must be in 

place before they take place. They welcomed the 

resolution of the recent crisis in the Oil Crescent but 

underlined the importance of addressing the causes. 

Ministers agreed that the EU should increase its work 

with the UN to ensure that revenues from oil are 

distributed in a transparent manner and highlighted the 

results of the EU's work on the ground on migration. 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

During discussions on the Democratic Republic of 

Korea (DPRK), Ministers reiterated their full commitment 

to support efforts towards complete, verifiable and 

irreversible denuclearisation of the Korean peninsula and 

the EU's readiness to facilitate steps towards this 

objective. In line with the EU's policy of critical 

engagement, Ministers underlined the importance of 

continuing to maintain pressure through sanctions, while 

keeping channels of communication open. They also 

agreed to encourage the DPRK to sign and ratify the 

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. 

The Council agreed a number of measures without 

discussion: 

- The Council adopted conclusions on the International 

Criminal Court on the 20th anniversary of the Statute of 

Rome; - The Council adopted a decision and regulations 

on Maldives restrictive measures; - Iran: blocking statute: 

The Council indicated its intention not to object to the 

Commission delegated regulation; - The Council adopted 

a decision on the extension of tariff preferences to the 

Western Sahara in the Association Agreement with 

Morocco to the Western Sahara; - The Council endorsed 

the Common Foreign and Security Policy report 2018; - 

The Council adopted negotiating directives for the HRVP 

to negotiate an Enhanced Partnership and Cooperation 

Agreement with Uzbekistan; - The Council approved the 

opening of an EU Delegation to Turkmenistan; - The 

Council agreed the proposal to open an EU Delegation to 

Kuwait; - The Council concluded the partnership and 

cooperation agreement between the EU and Singapore; - 

The Council adopted Al-Qaida restrictive measures. 

Government Response to Caste Consultation 

[HLWS871] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: My Rt Hon Friend, 

the Minister for Women and Equalities, has today made 

the following statement: 

No one should suffer prejudice or discrimination on any 

grounds, including any perception of their caste. In March 

last year, the Government launched a consultation on “ 

Caste in Great Britain and Equality Law ” to obtain the 

views of the public on how best to ensure that appropriate 

and proportionate legal protection exists for victims of 

caste discrimination. The consultation ran in total for six 

months, closing in September 2017. 

I am publishing the Government’s response to that 

consultation today, together with an independent analysis 

of the consultation that provides an assessment of all the 

responses. This report should be read in conjunction with 

the Government’s response. 

The consultation considered different ways of 

protecting people from caste discrimination. The first 

option was to implement a duty, which was introduced by 

Parliament in 2013, to make caste an aspect of race 

discrimination under the Equality Act 2010. The second 

was to rely on emerging case law which, in the view of 

Government, shows that a statutory remedy against caste 

discrimination is available through existing provisions in 

the Equality Act, and to invite Parliament to repeal the 

duty on that basis. 

The consultation received over 16,000 responses, 

showing the importance of this issue for many people in 

particular communities. About 53% of respondents 

wanted to rely on the existing statutory remedy and repeal 

the duty, 22% rejected both options (mainly because they 

wished the Government to proscribe the concept of caste 

in British law altogether) and about 18% of respondents 

wanted the duty to be implemented. The arguments put 

forward for these different views are set out in the 

Government’s response and in more detail in the analysis. 

The Government’s primary concern is to ensure that 

legal protection against caste discrimination is sufficient, 

appropriate and proportionate. After careful consideration 

of all the points raised in the consultation, we have 

decided to invite Parliament to repeal the duty because it 

is now sufficiently clear that the Equality Act provides 
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this protection. The judgment of the Employment Appeal 

Tribunal in Tirkey v Chandhok shows that someone 

claiming caste discrimination may rely on the existing 

statutory remedy where they can show that their “caste” is 

related to their ethnic origin, which is itself an aspect of 

race discrimination in the Equality Act. 

The judgment is binding on all who bring a claim in an 

employment tribunal, has status equivalent to a High 

Court decision, and is based on the application of case 

law decided at a higher level. The Government considers, 

having also taken into account the consultation responses, 

that the Tirkey  judgment serves as a welcome 

clarification of the existing protection under the Equality 

Act - helping to deter those inclined to treat others 

unfairly or unequally because of conceptions of caste. We 

believe that the decision makes the introduction of 

additional statutory protection in the Equality Act 

unnecessary. 

In light of changed circumstances since 2013, we intend 

to legislate to repeal the duty for a specific reference to 

caste as an aspect of race discrimination in the Equality 

Act once a suitable legislative vehicle becomes available. 

We recognise that this is an area of domestic law which 

may develop further, and have carefully considered the 

full terms of the Tirkey judgment. We will monitor 

emerging case law in the years ahead. 

To make clear that caste discrimination is unacceptable 

we will, if appropriate, support a case with a view to 

ensuring that the higher courts reinforce the position set 

out in Tirkey v Chandhok. 

In order to ensure that people know their rights and 

what sort of conduct could be unlawful under the Equality 

Act, we also intend to produce short guidance before the 

repeal legislation is introduced. We want this to be of 

particular use to any individual who feels they may have 

suffered discrimination on grounds of caste. It should also 

help employers, service providers and public authorities 

who are outside those groups most concerned with caste 

and who may have little awareness of caste divisions. 

I am placing a copy of the response and accompanying 

report in the Libraries of the House. 

Government Transparency Report 

[HLWS872] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: My rt hon Friend the 

Secretary of State for the Home Department (Sajid Javid) 

has today made the following Written Ministerial 

Statement: 

I have today laid before the House the third iteration of 

the Government Transparency Report on the use of 

disruptive and investigatory powers (Cm 9609). Copies of 

the Report will be made available in the Vote Office. 

In view of the ongoing threat from terrorism, including 

five attacks in the UK since the previous publication of 

this Report, and the persistent threats from organised 

crime and hostile state activity, it is vital that our law 

enforcement and security and intelligence agencies can 

use disruptive and investigatory powers to counter those 

threats and to keep the public safe. This Report sets out 

the way in which those powers are used by the agencies 

and the stringent safeguards and independent oversight 

which governs their use. 

As this report shows, there has been a marked increase 

in the use of certain powers since publication of the 

second iteration in 2017. This is largely a reflection of our 

commitment to disrupt and manage the return and threat 

posed by UK-linked individuals in Syria and Iraq. 

This Government remains committed to increasing the 

transparency of the work of our security and intelligence 

and law enforcement agencies, and this next iteration of 

the Transparency Report is a key part of that commitment. 

Publishing this Report ensures that the public are able 

to access, in one place, a guide to the range of powers 

used to combat threats to the security of the United 

Kingdom, the extent of their use and the safeguards and 

oversight in place to ensure they are used properly. 

Intelligence Policy Oversight 

[HLWS876] 

Baroness Evans of Bowes Park: My Rt Hon. Friend 

the Prime Minister has made the following statement to 

the House of Commons: 

The 2016-17 annual report of the Intelligence and 

Security Committee was laid before Parliament on 20 

December 2017 (HC 655). I responded to this on the same 

day in a Written Ministerial Statement. The Government 

has given additional consideration to the Committee’s 

many important conclusions and recommendations, and I 

have today laid a further Government response before the 

House (Cm 9678). 

Copies of the response have been placed in the 

Libraries of both Houses. 

Justice and Home Affairs Post-Council 

Statement 

[HLWS877] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: My rt hon Friend the 

Secretary of State for the Home Department (Sajid Javid) 

has today made the following Written Ministerial 

Statement: 

The first meeting of EU Interior and Justice Ministers 

during the Austrian Presidency took place on 12 and 13 

July in Innsbruck. A senior government official 

represented the UK for Interior Day. The Secretary of 

State for Justice represented the UK on Justice Day. 

Interior day focused on the follow-up to the June 

European Council on migration. Discussion reflected on 

the progress made since the 2015 migration crisis, and the 

challenges that the EU continues to face. There was broad 

consensus on the need for strong external border 

protection, as well as the establishment of Regional 

Disembarkation Platforms. Member States agreed that the 

Common European Asylum System (CEAS) reforms, 
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including Dublin IV, should be negotiated as a package. 

The UK continues to support a comprehensive approach 

to migration but does not support a mandatory 

redistribution system within the EU and has not opted into 

the Dublin IV Regulation. 

The lunch debate was centred around anti-Semitism and 

European values. A number of Jewish organisations 

presented to Ministers their view of the situation for Jews 

in Europe. Ministers agreed on the importance of 

combatting anti-Semitism in all its forms, and noted the 

importance of combatting online hate speech. The UK 

condemns all forms of extremism. 

Community Policing and Human Trafficking was the 

final discussion on Interior day, where Ministers 

discussed practical methods to improve trust between 

police forces and communities. 

Justice day began with a consideration of the 

Commission’s e-evidence proposals. The UK is currently 

considering whether to opt-in to the e-evidence 

regulation. Member States considered the opportunities 

and challenges in negotiating a bilateral EU agreement 

with the US to enable direct execution of requests for 

electronic evidence, including concerns over fundamental 

rights. The Secretary of State for Justice intervened to set 

out the progress to date on the UK-US agreement, noting 

the passage of the CLOUD act in the US and offering to 

share UK experience to support the Commission. 

During the discussion on “Enhancing judicial 

cooperation in civil matters”, the Commission urged 

ambition in adopting e-Codex (eJustice Communication 

via Online Data Exchange) and the greater use of 

videoconferencing under the two proposed Regulations on 

Service and Taking of evidence. The Secretary of State 

for Justice noted that the proposed Regulation for Taking 

of evidence would mean that where evidence is being 

obtained directly by a court from a person domiciled in 

another Member State, the person from whom the 

evidence is requested will be compelled to provide it, and 

that the implications of this will need to be considered. He 

also expressed the UK’s view that consideration needs to 

be given to the proportionate costs of e-Codex in relation 

to requests being served through unsecure post. 

Justice day ended with a working lunch on “Mutual 

recognition in criminal matters”, during which Ministers 

discussed the areas of judicial cooperation that would 

require a strengthening of mutual trust. 

Local Government Update 

[HLWS875] 

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: My Rt Hon. Friend, the 

Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local 

Government (James Brokenshire), has today made the 

following Written Ministerial Statement. 

Professor Alexis Jay’s report (2014) into child sexual 

exploitation in Rotherham and Louise Casey’s follow up 

report (2015) exposed the serious systemic failures by 

Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council to protect 

vulnerable children from sexual exploitation. 

In response, the then Secretary of State for 

Communities and Local Government and the then 

Secretary of State for Education took immediate action to 

protect the children of Rotherham. In February 2015, they 

appointed Commissioners to take over all of the 

authority’s executive, and some of the non-executive, 

functions and drive a programme of improvement. 

With the support of Commissioners, the Council has 

made steady and significant progress in its improvement 

journey. As a result, my predecessors were able to return 

functions to the Council on four separate occasions: 11 

February 2016, 13 December 2016, 21 March 2017 and 

12 September 2017. 

In her recent progress reports (February and May 2018) 

and letter (21 March 2018), Lead Commissioner Mary 

Ney has recommended that the intervention in Rotherham 

can now be concluded: “the political and senior officer 

leadership of Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council 

is able to function and continue its improvement without 

the need of Commissioner oversight.” The evidence 

provided to support these recommendations, includes the 

report of the Independent Health Check, which was 

undertaken in February 2018 and supported by the Local 

Government Association. Furthermore, in January 2018 

OFSTED rated Rotherham Metropolitan Borough 

Council’s Children’s Services as ‘good’. 

As this is a joint intervention with the Department for 

Education, together with the Parliamentary Under 

Secretary of State for Children and Families (the 

Honourable Member for Stratford-on-Avon), I have 

carefully considered the evidence put forward by 

Commissioners. We have also met with them to discuss 

their recommendation in more detail. In addition, we have 

also met the Leader and Chief Executive of Rotherham 

Metropolitan Borough Council in person on and received 

assurances from them that they are confident the Council 

is now in a position to drive forward and deliver its own 

improvement agenda. 

As a result of this robust evidence provided by 

Commissioners and the positive conversations with 

Council, I am pleased to announce that I am minded to 

exercise my powers under section 15 of the Local 

Government Act 1999 to revoke the Direction of 26 

February 2015 as amended, and remove Commissioners 

from the Council and hand back the remaining executive 

functions to the Council. 

However, I am mindful that the decision to hand back 

the remaining functions, particularly children’s services, 

is a significant one. Therefore, I am also announcing that I 

am minded to put a new Direction in place which requires 

Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council to undertake 

an independent review before 31 March 2019 when the 

new Direction expires. This will enable a last check of the 

Council’s performance once the Commissioners have left. 
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I am inviting the Council to make representations on 

these proposals, which will be considered as part of my 

final decision. 

We are determined to protect children from harm, and 

we will do everything we can to prevent this from 

happening again – either in Rotherham or elsewhere. 

Government departments are working collectively to 

ensure that the National Crime Agency’s Operation 

Stovewood, and victims of child sexual exploitation in 

Rotherham, have the support that they need. The Home 

Secretary has written recently to Rotherham and the South 

Yorkshire Police and Crime Commissioner confirming 

Government’s commitment to working closely with 

Rotherham over the coming years to assess the demand 

on services, to encourage as many victims as possible to 

come forward and to provide support – financial and 

otherwise – where it is appropriate to do so. To date, the 

Home Office has provided £12.4m of police special grant 

funding towards Operation Stovewood. The Department 

for Education is providing additional funding of up to 

£2m to Rotherham’s children’s social care services, over 

the four year period 2017-21, for additional social 

workers to work with children in need of support as 

identified through Operation Stovewood. The Ministry of 

Justice has provided £1.6m to the Police and Crime 

Commissioner to commission additional services locally 

and also committed around £549k extra funding to 

provide specialist support, including for the provision of 

Independent Sexual Violence Advisers. NHS England has 

worked with regional Health and Justice Commissioners 

and partners to reconfigure existing resources to support 

victims in Rotherham, providing £500k from 2018 to 

2020 to support the sustainability of this project. 

I am placing a copy of the documents associated with 

these announcements in the Library of the House and on 

my Department’s website. 

Ministerial Correction HL7015 

[HLWS868] 

Lord Ahmad of Wimbledon: The Foreign and 

Commonwealth Office would like to correct the Written 

Answer given to Baroness Stern on 30 April 2018 [HL 

7015]. The question asked whether UK funding was being 

used, or had been used, to support special criminal 

sessions in the High Courts of Sierra Leone; and if so, 

what assessment had been made of whether those sessions 

had resulted in the passing of death sentences; and 

whether that funding complied with their Overseas 

Security and Justice Assistance Human Rights Guidance 

published in January 2017. 

We are only now aware that the answer provided was 

incorrect, for which we apologise. DFID did support the 

clearance of a backlog of cases in Sierra Leone through its 

Access to Security and Justice and Recovery Justice 

Programmes, which ended in 2016 and earlier this year 

respectively, some of which will have resulted in the 

passing of mandatory death sentences. OSJA guidance 

was considered. 

Support for these programmes was only given on the 

understanding that any death sentences passed would not 

have been carried out, given the moratorium in place. We 

continue to lobby to abolish the death penalty in Sierra 

Leone and work with civil society organisations in the 

country who advocate for this abolition. The purpose of 

these programmes was to strengthen court processes and 

address serious human rights issues, including long 

periods of detention on remand; unacceptable conditions 

in prisons; poor access to justice through formal 

mechanisms; and lack of legal representation for the 

poorest and most vulnerable. The programmes resulted in 

a significant reduction in the prison population on 

remand; reduced prison overcrowding; improved access 

to security and justice services for women and girls; and 

enhanced court efficiency. 

Reserve Forces and Cadets Association 

External Scrutiny Team Report 2018 

[HLWS874] 

Earl Howe: My right hon. Friend the Secretary of State 

for Defence (The Rt Hon Gavin Williamson) has made 

the following Written Ministerial Statement. 

I have today placed in the Library of the House a copy 

of a report into the condition of the Reserves and delivery 

of the Future Reserves 2020 programme compiled by the 

Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ Associations External 

Scrutiny Team. 

I am most grateful to the Team for their work. In 

particular, I thank Lieutenant General Robin Brims, who 

has led the Team since 2012, as he leaves that role. I will 

take some short time to consider the report’s findings and 

recommendations and will provide a full response to the 

Team in due course.   

  

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-statement/Lords/2018-07-23/HLWS868/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-statement/Lords/2018-07-23/HLWS874/
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Airwave Service 

Asked by Lord Arbuthnot of Edrom 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

Written Answer by Baroness Williams of Trafford on 

25 June (HL8482), what provisions are in place to 

ensure that the electric relays of the fibre networks to 

which Airwave sites are connected would continue to 

work during a prolonged power outage. [HL9468] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: The Airwave service 

was designed to continue to operate in the event of an 

extended power outage. Extensive audits of the circuits 

were undertaken during the commissioning of the service 

to ensure that the network equipment, eg relays, between 

the exchanges and the base stations were able to operate 

in the event of a mains electricity failure . 

Asylum: Finance 

Asked by Baroness Lister of Burtersett 

To ask Her Majesty's Government how long it takes 

for an asylum seeker to receive a decision on their 

application for section 4 support under the Immigration 

and Asylum Act 1999; if successful in their application, 

how soon they should receive that support; and what is 

the average time taken (1) to decide an application for 

section 4 support, and (2) for payment to be made. 

[HL9551] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: The Home Office has 

a range of measures for processing asylum support 

applications depending on the nature of the application 

being made. Access to accommodation and subsistence 

payments is provided once suitable accommodation is 

sourced and eligibility confirmed. Currently information 

on processing times is not recorded in a format suitable 

for publication and there are no plans to publish such 

statistics at this time. 

The Home Office is continuing to work with the 

National Asylum Stakeholder Forum to consider what 

further information could be made publicly available once 

the new IT system for asylum support casework has been 

fully implemented later this year. 

Asylum: Interviews 

Asked by Lord Hylton 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what safeguards 

they plan to put in place to ensure that any poor 

interpreting and poor interview practices do not 

adversely affect individual asylum claims. [HL9427] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: All asylum interviews 

are carried out by an impartial interviewing officer. 

All interpreters engaged by the Home Office must 

demonstrate they have the required skills and 

qualifications. They are also bound by a “Code of 

Conduct” to ensure minimum standards for interpreting 

and behaviour. Home Office policy and guidance ensures 

that in the event of interpreters or interviews falling short 

of those standards, it would not adversely affect an 

individual’s asylum claim. 

Interviewing Officers are encouraged to provide 

feedback on the performance of interpreters, using 

specifically designed monitoring forms. Interviews may 

also be monitored for training and security purposes. 

Increased use of technologies, such as interviewing by 

video conferencing facilities, are being trialled to increase 

efficiency and transform the asylum process. Currently 

the majority of interviews are conducted face to face. 

We have recently introduced digital interviewing 

capability across the asylum casework operational as part 

of the wider Home Office digital transformation 

programme, which aims for the department to become 

‘digital by default’. We are aiming to digitally record all 

asylum interviews and provide claimants and their legal 

representative with a digital recording of their interview 

in addition to a written transcript. Claimants who do not 

want their interview to be audio recorded and provide 

reasonable explanation for this will be exempt from the 

recording requirement. 

Asked by Lord Hylton 

To ask Her Majesty's Government whether they have 

any plans to audio-record all substantive asylum 

interviews. [HL9428] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: All asylum interviews 

are carried out by an impartial interviewing officer. All 

interpreters engaged by the Home Office must 

demonstrate they have the required skills and 

qualifications. They are also bound by a “Code of 

Conduct” to ensure minimum standards for interpreting 

and behaviour. 

Home Office policy and guidance ensures that in the 

event of interpreters or interviews falling short of those 

standards, it would not adversely affect an individual’s 

asylum claim. Interviewing Officers are encouraged to 

provide feedback on the performance of interpreters, 

using specifically designed monitoring forms. Interviews 

may also be monitored for training and security purposes. 

Increased use of technologies, such as interviewing by 

video conferencing facilities, are being trialled to increase 

efficiency and transform the asylum process. Currently 

the majority of interviews are conducted face to face. 

We have recently introduced digital interviewing 

capability across the asylum casework operational as part 

of the wider Home Office digital transformation 

programme, which aims for the department to become 

‘digital by default’. We are aiming to digitally record all 

asylum interviews and provide claimants and their legal 

representative with a digital recording of their interview 

in addition to a written transcript. Claimants who do not 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9468
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-16/HL9551
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-16/HL9551
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-11/HL9427
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-11/HL9428
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want their interview to be audio recorded and provide 

reasonable explanation for this will be exempt from the 

recording requirement. 

China: Middle East 

Asked by The Marquess of Lothian 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what assessment 

they have made of the government of China’s (1) offer 

of 100 million yuan in aid to the Palestinians reported 

on 10 July, and (2) proposal to form a strategic 

partnership with the Arab League to become the keeper 

of peace and stability in the Middle East. [HL9502] 

Lord Ahmad of Wimbledon: Whilst we have not 

made any specific assessment of this issue, we are aware 

of the offer and will continue to monitor any 

developments. 

Clinical Reference Groups 

Asked by Lord Mendelsohn 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

Written Answer by Lord O'Shaughnessy on 26 June 

(HL8565), whether they will publish a list of meeting 

dates and participants for each Clinical Reference 

Group since 2016. [HL9503] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: There are five Clinical 

Reference Groups (CRGs) which fall under the Cancer 

Programme of Care Board. CRGs provide clinical advice 

and leadership on the specialised services in cancer. 

These groups of clinicians, commissioners, public health 

experts, patients and carers use their specific knowledge 

and expertise to advise NHS England on the best ways 

that specialised services should be provided. 

A list of the participants and meeting dates is attached, 

due to the size of the data. 

The Answer includes the following attached material: 

Participants and meeting dates CRGs [Annex to HL9503 

formatted.docx] 

The material can be viewed online at: 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-

answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9503 

Cryptoassets Taskforce 

Asked by Lord Mendelsohn 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

Written Answer by Lord Bates on 25 June 

(HL8505), how many times the Cryptoassets Taskforce 

has met; whether they will publish a list of meeting 

dates and participants; and whether any report by the 

the Taskforce will be published. [HL9345] 

Lord Bates: The first meeting of the Cryptoassets 

Taskforce was held on May 21st , and attended by senior 

leaders from government and the financial regulators, 

including the Director General of Financial Services at 

HM Treasury, the Deputy Governor (Markets and 

Banking) of the Bank of England, and the Chief 

Executive of the Financial Conduct Authority. [1] 

Treasury officials continue to meet with the financial 

regulators on a regular basis and are working closely 

together. Officials are also engaging with industry 

stakeholders and international counterparts, and will hold 

an industry roundtable in July. The Taskforce will publish 

a report in September. 

Details of ministerial and permanent secretary meetings 

with external organisations are published on a quarterly 

basis. 

[1] https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cryptoassets-

taskforce-meets-for-the-first-time 

Department for Work and Pensions: Reviews 

Asked by Lord Watts 

To ask Her Majesty's Government how many 

independent reviews the Department for Work and 

Pensions has commissioned into its policy or 

administration over the last year; and what was the total 

cost of those reviews. [HL9574] 

Baroness Buscombe: The Department does not hold 

this information. 

Department of Health and Social Care: 

Reviews 

Asked by Lord Watts 

To ask Her Majesty's Government how many 

independent reviews the Department of Health and 

Social Care has commissioned into its policy or 

administration over the last year; and what was the total 

cost of those reviews. [HL9460] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: The information requested is 

not collected centrally and to obtain it would incur 

disproportionate cost. 

Financial Services: Computer Software 

Asked by Baroness Kramer 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what assessment 

they have made of the consequences for accountability 

including under data protection legislation of the use by 

banks and other financial services providers of the 

Symphony suite of software, which allows for the 

instant and permanent deletion of email files. [HL9384] 

Lord Bates: The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 

does not directly regulate the activities of Symphony 

Communication Services LLC or any other electronic 

messaging platform. However, firms that are authorised 

by the FCA who use messaging services such as 

Symphony are subject to a range of applicable 

requirements, including the recording and storage of such 

tapes and electronic communications. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9502
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9503
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9503
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9503
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9503
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-09/HL9345
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cryptoassets-taskforce-meets-for-the-first-time
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cryptoassets-taskforce-meets-for-the-first-time
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cryptoassets-taskforce-meets-for-the-first-time
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-16/HL9574
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-11/HL9460
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-10/HL9384
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MiFID II extended the UK’s existing record keeping 

requirements for telephone conversations and electronic 

communications from six months to a minimum of five 

years (this change came in on 3 January 2018). This will 

give the FCA an enhanced ability to investigate historic 

concerns. 

With regards to firms’ compliance with data protection 

legislation, it is the responsibility of the Information 

Commissioner to regulate compliance with the Data 

Protection Act. The Commissioner may act on complaints 

about companies which are not complying with the law. 

Haematological Cancer 

Asked by Lord Mendelsohn 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

Written Answer by Lord O'Shaughnessy on 26 June 

(HL8563), whether they will consider conducting an 

analysis of the number of Individual Funding Requests 

submitted to the NHS for the treatment of blood cancer. 

[HL9505] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: NHS England is responsible for 

its processes for considering Individual Funding 

Requests. NHS England has advised that during 2017/18, 

1,193 Individual Funding Requests were considered by 

NHS England and that an analysis of how may related to 

treatments for blood cancer has not been conducted. Each 

individual case would have to be reviewed in order to 

identify which related a blood cancer and NHS England 

has no plans to carry out such an analysis. 

Hereditary Peers: By-elections 

Asked by Lord Grocott 

To ask the Senior Deputy Speaker how many votes 

were cast for each candidate in each round of voting in 

the hereditary peers by-election following the 

retirement of Lord Glentoran. [HL9643] 

Lord McFall of Alcluith: In the by-election following 

Lord Glentoran’s retirement, eight candidates received 

one or more first-preference votes. At the first count Lord 

Bethell received over 50% of the total vote. Details of the 

votes cast for each candidate can be found in the table 

below. 

Distribution of votes  

 First-preference votes 

Abergavenny, M. 6 

Ashcombe, L. 2 

Bethell, L. 26 

Biddulph, L. 0 

De La Warr, E. 4 

Mountgarret, V. (L. Mountgarret) 0 

 

 First-preference votes 

Napier and Ettrick, L. 2 

Reay, L. 1 

Rowallan, L. 0 

Stockton, E. 1 

Windlesham, L. 1 

VOTES EXCLUDED 0 

TOTAL CONTINUING VOTES 43 

VOTES NEEDED IN ORDER TO 

BE ELECTED 

22 

Immigrants: Health Services 

Asked by Lord Teverson 

To ask Her Majesty's Government when they 

will introduce the 100 per cent increase in the 

immigration health surcharge announced in February; 

and whether, before introducing that increase, they will 

publish a Children's Rights Impact Assessment of the 

likely impact on children subject to immigration control 

currently living in the UK who will need to apply for or 

renew their leave to remain. [HL9522] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: The Government 

intends to introduce the change later this year. A full 

impact assessment will be published alongside the draft 

Order to be made under section 38 of the Immigration Act 

2014. 

The Immigration (Health Charge) Order 2015 provides 

clear exemptions from the requirement to pay the 

surcharge that are designed to protect vulnerable groups. 

These include an exemption for applications for leave to 

remain made by a child under the age of 18 where that 

child is being looked after by a local authority, an 

exemption for applications that relate to a claim for 

asylum or humanitarian protection and an exemption for 

victims of modern slavery. 

These exemptions will be retained under the amended 

version of the Order. In addition, where an applicant 

qualifies for a visa fee waiver on destitution grounds, the 

surcharge is also waived. 

Immigration Bail 

Asked by Baroness Hamwee 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

statement by Baroness Williams of Trafford on 14 June 

(HL Deb, col 1803), whether the check to ensure that 

no one is now having study restrictions placed on them 

inappropriately by means of an immigration bail 

condition has been completed; and if not, when will it 

be completed. [HL9375] 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9505
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9505
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-18/HL9643
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9522
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-10/HL9375
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Asked by Baroness Hamwee 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

statement by Baroness Williams of Trafford on 14 June 

(HL Deb, col 1803), (1) what is the outcome of the 

check to ensure that no one is now having study 

restrictions placed on them inappropriately by means of 

an immigration bail condition; (2) what were the 

categories of people on whom restrictions were 

imposed; (3) on how many people were restrictions 

inappropriately imposed in each of those categories; 

and (4) what steps have been taken in respect of 

individuals on whom restrictions were inappropriately 

imposed. [HL9376] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: The Home Office 

completed the checks to ensure that no one has had a 

study restriction imposed, as part of their bail restrictions, 

inappropriately, by 31 May. Furthermore, the Home 

Office has implemented ongoing safeguards to ensure that 

study restrictions are only imposed where appropriate.We 

do not hold detailed information on all categories of 

persons who were incorrectly given this restriction, but 

the largest category of cases were asylum seekers who 

had not exhausted their appeal rights. 

Provisional management information indicates that over 

4,000 people have had their bail restriction on study 

varied in May 2018, although it should be noted that it is 

not possible to distinguish the exact nature of the 

variation that was applied to their bail conditions. We 

believe we have issued new bail notices to all those 

affected to reflect this variation, but will look at any new 

case brought to our attention. 

Immigration Controls: Heathrow Airport 

Asked by Lord Rosser 

To ask Her Majesty's Government whether the 

number of instances of non-EEA nationals taking 

longer to clear immigration at Heathrow airport than the 

Border Force’s service level agreement of within 45 

minutes has increased since 2016; if so, what are the 

reasons for any such increase; and what correlation, if 

any, there is between any such increase and any 

increase in numbers of passengers at Heathrow. 

[HL9393] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: We expect there to be 

a record number of passenger arrivals at Heathrow this 

summer. Within the overall growth picture, non-EEA 

summer arrivals have increased almost 30% in the last 3 

years. The vast majority of non-EEA passengers are 

unable to use e-gates, although we continue to promote 

Registered Traveller and other premium schemes. Non-

EEA nationals typically take at least three times the 

length of time to process at the border compared with an 

EEA equivalent. 

Both the increasing number of passengers and the 

changing balance between EEA and non-EEA passengers 

impacts on Border Force capacity to process all 

passengers at the border within service standards. There 

are times that, even operating at full capacity with all the 

passport control points open, Border Force will be 

physically unable to meet service standards of 25mins for 

EEA and 45min for non-EEA nationals for all arriving 

passengers. 

Border Force is however taking a number of steps to 

ensure passengers are dealt with quickly, including 

through investment in technology and maximising 

available staff at the busiest times of the day. 

Asked by Lord Rosser 

To ask Her Majesty's Government how many times in 

each terminal at Heathrow airport non-EEA nationals 

have taken longer to clear immigration at Heathrow 

airport than set out in the Border Force’s service level 

agreement in the first six months of 2018; and what 

steps they are taking to ensure the Border Force adheres 

to its service level agreements. [HL9394] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: During the first six 

months of 2018, fewer than 5% of non-EEA passengers 

arriving at Heathrow airport, experienced delays 

exceeding service level agreement. The vast majority of 

non-EEA passengers are unable to use e-gates, although 

we continue to promote Registered Traveller and other 

premium schemes. 

Heathrow publish performance data on SLAs for EEA 

and non-EEA passengers, which can be accessed via this 

link: 

www.heathrow.com/company/company-news-and-

information/performance/airport-operations/border-force 

We recognise that Heathrow is a unique entry point to 

the UK and are working with Heathrow Airport Limited 

and other stakeholders on queue issues. Border Force is 

maximising staff available at the busiest times of day, 

increasing the number of border officers on e-gates, and 

deploying 220 additional staff over summer, mostly at 

Heathrow. 

Border Force is working closely with airlines and 

airport operators to try to ensure Border Force receive 

accurate forecasts and that issues are identified in 

advance. 

Asked by Lord Rosser 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what action they 

take when the Border Force is unable to adhere to its 

service level agreement for non-EEA nationals to clear 

immigration at Heathrow airport within 45 minutes; and 

what assessment they have made of the effectiveness of 

such service level agreements to ensuring the Border 

Force operates to the standards they expect. [HL9395] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: Border Force has 

taken a number of steps to help make the customer 

journey as smooth as possible while continuing to protect 

and secure the border. This includes providing additional 

proactive planning alongside the airport operators and 

airlines, and new passenger-facing communications tools 

that are designed to promote faster ways to travel. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-10/HL9376
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-10/HL9393
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-10/HL9393
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-10/HL9394
http://www.heathrow.com/company/company-news-and-information/performance/airport-operations/border-force
http://www.heathrow.com/company/company-news-and-information/performance/airport-operations/border-force
http://www.heathrow.com/company/company-news-and-information/performance/airport-operations/border-force
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-10/HL9395
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Border Force is maximising staff available at the 

busiest times of day, increasing the number of border 

officers on e-gates, and deploying 220 additional staff 

over summer, mostly at Heathrow. Earlier this year, 

Border Force launched a nationwide campaign to recruit 

up to 1,000 Border Force officers. Border Force is also 

working closely with airlines and airport operators to 

ensure Border Force receives accurate forecasts and that 

issues are identified in advance. This includes close day-

to-day interaction at a working level. 

Border Force performance against Service Level 

Agreements is kept under review and Border Force is 

directly accountable to the Home Office Permanent 

Secretary and the Home Secretary 

Asked by Lord Rosser 

To ask Her Majesty's Government whether the 

introduction of eGates at Heathrow airport has reduced 

the frequency with which non-EEA nationals clearing 

immigration takes longer than the Border Force’s 

service level agreement of within 45 minutes; and how 

many eGates are (1) installed, and (2) in use on average 

each day. [HL9396] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: There are now 254 

eGates in operation at 22 terminals around the UK and 

juxtaposed locations. Border Force opens eGates to match 

the demand at the time; not all eGates are open 24/7. Over 

47.9m passengers nationally used the ePassport Gates in 

2017/18, which represents nearly 70% of eligible 

passengers. This is a 41% increase in usage compared to 

2016/17. 

At Heathrow the breakdown of the ePassport gates is as 

follows; 

There are a total of 69 ePassport gates across the 4 

Heathrow terminals: 

Terminal 2 = 15 

Terminal 3 = 15 

Terminal 4 = 10 

Terminal 5 = 24 in main arrivals hall and 5 in 

International/Domestic Transfer area. 

An average of 1 million passengers use the eGates 

every month, across Heathrow, which is on average 

79.4% of the total number of passengers who are eligible. 

Users of the ePassport Gates routinely wait less than 5 

minutes, and the ePassport gates themselves are opened 

and closed to best suit passenger demand. This means that 

officers can be re-deployed to process those passengers, 

including non EEA nationals, who are ineligible to use the 

ePassport gates. This would have a positive impact on the 

SLA of 45 minutes for non EEA nationals. 

Asked by Lord Rosser 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what 

representations, if any, they have received from (1) 

Heathrow airport, and (2) the airlines affected about the 

costs they incur due to the Border Force not meeting its 

service level agreement of clearing non-EEA nationals 

through immigration within 45 minutes. [HL9398] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: Border Force engages 

with key partners including Heathrow Airport Limited 

and major airlines to discuss a range of issues including 

SLA performance and subsequent issues that arise. 

For example, Border Force Heathrow senior 

management meet routinely with key stakeholders such as 

Heathrow Airport and airlines focussing on summer 

resource planning and passenger experience. 

With passenger volumes rising, it is clear that 

Government, ports and airlines will need to work jointly 

to take a more strategic approach to this issue, for 

example, by reviewing the cohorts that are able to use 

automated ePassport Gates, as well as consideration given 

to alternative funding mechanisms at the Border, as 

published in the HMG interim response to the Aviation 

Strategy consultation. 

Immigration: Children and Young People 

Asked by Lord Teverson 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what assessment 

they have made of the impact on children and young 

people subject to immigration control of the increasing 

cost of limited leave to remain application fees. 

[HL9521] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: Assessments of the 

impact of visa and immigration fee increases are 

published along-side the appropriate Statutory 

Instruments. The most recent relevant assessments can be 

found via the following links: 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukia/2016/10/pdfs/ukia_2

0160010_en.pdf 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2018/330/impacts 

Exemptions are available for vulnerable groups such as 

children in local authority care. In addition, applicants for 

leave and further leave to remain on specified human 

rights grounds may be granted a fee waiver if they are 

destitute or face destitution, or for reasons relating to the 

welfare of a child. 

The Answer includes the following attached material: 

UKIA - Legislation 2016 [ukia_20160010_en.pdf] 

The material can be viewed online at: 
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-

answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9521 

L'Arche: Visas 

Asked by Lord Alton of Liverpool 

To ask Her Majesty's Government whether they will 

reconsider the decision of the UK Visa Agency to 

suspend the licence of the charity, L’Arche, to sponsor 

international visa applicants under the rules for Tier 5 

visas for Temporary Charity Workers. [HL9415] 
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Baroness Williams of Trafford: The Home Office is 

considering the status of the charity’s sponsor licence 

following receipt of their suspension representations and 

L’Arche will be notified of the outcome in due course. 

Liothyronine 

Asked by Lord Hunt of Kings Heath 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

Written Answers by Lord O'Shaughnessy on 10 July 

(HL8980, HL8981, HL8982 and HL8983), what action 

they are taking to ensure that NHS England makes clear 

to Clinical Commissioning Groups that the national 

guidelines on access for patients to Liothyronine (T3) 

are expected to be fully followed. [HL9699] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: NHS England has advised that 

the joint clinical working group has agreed that National 

Health Service clinical commissioners will reiterate to 

clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) by the end of July 

2018 that the intention of the guidance was to end the 

routine prescription of liothyronine only where it was 

clinically appropriate to do so. 

CCGs are accountable to NHS England, which has a 

key role to ensure that they, as statutory organisations, 

deliver the best possible services and outcomes for 

patients within their financial allocation. Where there are 

concerns about CCGs failing or at risk of failing to 

discharge its functions, NHS England has the ability to 

exercise formal powers to either provide an enhanced 

support to a CCG, or in rare circumstances to intervene. 

Although the Department ultimately holds NHS England 

to account for its commissioning activity, including that 

of CCGs, the Health and Social Care Act 2012 ensures 

commissioning activity meets the requirements of each 

local area. 

Asked by Lord Hunt of Kings Heath 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

Written Answer by Lord O'Shaughnessy on 4 July 

(HL8854), why the minutes of the meeting of the 

Regional Optimisation Committee South held in May 

2018 in relation to the discussion on Liothyronine (T3) 

have yet to be published. [HL9700] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: The minutes of the Regional 

Optimisation Committee South’s meeting in May 2018 

are attached. 

The Answer includes the following attached material: 

South-RMOC-minutes-May-2018 [South-RMOC-minutes-May-

2018.docx] 

The material can be viewed online at: 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-
answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-19/HL9700 

Medical Records: Databases 

Asked by Baroness Jolly 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what plans they 

have to ensure that individual independent healthcare 

providers are engaged in the design and delivery of the 

Acute Data Alignment Programme. [HL9485] 

Asked by Baroness Jolly 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, following the 

launch of the Acute Data Alignment Programme, what 

measures they plan to introduce to ensure that 

independent healthcare providers can collect and submit 

data in the same way as NHS providers. [HL9486] 

Asked by Baroness Jolly 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, following the 

launch of the Acute Data Alignment Programme, what 

measures they plan to introduce to ensure that GPs are 

able to view full patient journeys within both the NHS 

and the independent healthcare sector. [HL9487] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: Engagement with key 

stakeholders including independent healthcare providers 

and organisations who represent such providers will be 

crucial to the success of the Acute Data Alignment 

Programme. A communications plan is currently being 

developed which will identify the timing and method of 

communication. The Programme will engage relevant 

stakeholder groups as the work develops. 

The initial objectives of the Programme will be to 

understand the issues and potential barriers to aligning the 

information collected for both National Health Service 

funded and private patients. This will inform the proposed 

approach which will be published for open consultation 

prior to the implementation phase. 

The Programme is designed to improve alignment 

between data collection and management across sectors to 

increase transparency for patients, commissioners, 

clinicians and the providers themselves. This will include 

general practitioners. 

Phase one of the Programme will see co-operation 

between all parties to accelerate publication of 

information mandated by the Competition and Markets 

Authority following its Private Healthcare Market 

Investigation Order 2014. Phase two will aim to redirect 

the flow of data for approximately 750,000 privately 

funded hospital episodes each year to NHS Digital. A 

public consultation on the scope and objectives will be 

launched later this year. 

Medical Treatments: Side Effects 

Asked by The Countess of Mar 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

Written Answer by Lord O'Shaughnessy on 4 July 

(HL8829), what assessment they have made of whether 

the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory 

Agency (MHRA) Yellow Card Scheme includes non-

pharmaceutical or medical device treatments; and 

whether they will make arrangements so that adverse 

reactions to treatments that are not currently within the 

remit of the MHRA can be centrally recorded in order 

to ensure that information on the frequency, severity 

and duration of adverse reactions to cognitive behaviour 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-19/HL9699
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therapy, graded exercise and other similar treatments is 

available. [HL9659] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: No such assessment has been 

made and there are currently no plans to broaden the 

coverage of the Yellow Card Scheme to cover these areas. 

The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory 

Agency (MHRA) is responsible for ensuring that 

medicines, healthcare products and medical equipment 

meet appropriate standards of safety, quality, performance 

and effectiveness, and are used safely. The MHRA 

provides information to doctors and patients to help 

ensure medicines are used safely. However, the 

prescribing of any particular medicine and matters of 

clinical care of the patient remains the responsibility of 

the doctor/clinician. He or she is in the best position to 

decide on the type of treatment, which is most appropriate 

for an individual patient given their clinical expertise and 

their knowledge of the patient’s medical condition. The 

MHRA does not regulate clinical practice, collect reports 

on or investigate allegations of medical malpractice. 

Mental Illness: Young People 

Asked by The Marquess of Lothian 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what action they 

are taking to address the rise in mental health issues in 

teenagers and young people; and what assessment they 

have made of the use of social media in contributing to 

this rise. [HL9499] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: We are making an additional 

£1.4 billion available in order to transform services, 

which includes our ambition for an additional 70,000 

children and young people a year to receive access to 

specialist mental health services by 2020/21. Clinical 

commissioning group (CCG) spending on children and 

young people’s mental health increased by 20% from 

£516 million in 2015/16 to £619 million in 2016/17 and 

the latest refresh of the National Health Service mandate 

now requires for all CCGs to meet the Mental Health 

Investment Standard. To build on this, our recent joint 

health and education Green Paper aims to improve 

provision of services in schools, bolster links between 

schools and the NHS and pilot a four week waiting time. 

In terms of the impact of social media on children and 

young people’s mental health, evidence has shown links 

between certain increases in social media use and poorer 

mental health. However it is not clear whether increased 

use causes poorer mental health, or whether poorer mental 

health drives an increase in use of social media. 

To better understand the relationship between social 

media use and the mental health of children and young 

people, the Chief Medical Officer is leading a systematic 

review in the area. The review will inform a report from 

the Chief Medical Officer, expected for publication next 

year. 

 

The Department has also commissioned NHS Digital to 

undertake a Children and Young People’s Mental Health 

Survey to examine the prevalence of mental disorders. 

The survey report is planned to include a topic on mental 

health prevalence in relation to a number of behaviours 

including social media and cyber-bullying, and is 

expected for publication in autumn 2018. 

NHS: Productivity 

Asked by Lord Warner 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

Written Answer by Lord O'Shaughnessy on 4 July 

(HL8840), whether more up-to-date figures on NHS 

productivity than those for 2015–16 will be available 

from the Office for National Statistics before NHS 

England agrees a final assumption on NHS productivity 

for its next five-year funding plan; and if not, on what 

basis will NHS England calculate its productivity 

assumption. [HL9458] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: The Government expects the 

National Health Service’s long-term plan to be published 

later this year. This is ahead of the expected publication 

date of the Office for National Statistics’ English NHS 

productivity estimate for 2016-17 and therefore we do not 

expect these updated figures to be available before the 

final assumption on NHS productivity is agreed. 

One of the financial tests that the Government has set 

the NHS is to improve productivity and efficiency in 

order to put the service onto a more sustainable footing. 

We expect the NHS to set out how it plans to do this, and 

the final productivity target for the NHS will be agreed 

with the Government. The final assumption will take into 

account future opportunities to improve productivity 

across the NHS, identified through the development of the 

NHS’s long-term plan, as well as recent trends. 

Peers' Interests 

Asked by Lord Hoyle 

To ask the Senior Deputy Speaker, further to his 

Written Answer on 6 March (HL5909), in what 

circumstances would it be necessary for a member to 

declare their membership of the Freemasons. [HL9644] 

Lord McFall of Alcluith: The Code of Conduct states 

that members must declare “any interest which is a 

relevant interest in the context of the debate or the matter 

under discussion”. The test of relevant interest is 

“whether a reasonable member of the public” might think 

that the “member’s actions in Parliament will be 

influenced by the interest”. Members must decide whether 

to declare an interest on a case-by-case basis. The 

Registrar of Lords’ Interests is available to advise in case 

of doubt, and a member who acts on the Registrar’s 

advice in determining what is a relevant interest fully 

satisfies the requirements of the Code of Conduct in that 

regard. 
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Pensions 

Asked by Lord Mendelsohn 

To ask Her Majesty's Government how many people 

under 65 years old have accessed their pensions in each 

year since 2015; and of those, how many were accessed 

through (1) a pension drawdown, and (2) an annuity. 

[HL9342] 

Lord Bates: The government does not hold information 

on access to pensions in this format. 

The Financial Conduct Authority’s Retirement 

Outcomes Review [1] collected retirement income data 

from 56 pension providers. From the providers surveyed, 

it found that the following products had been purchased 

by consumers under age 65 accessing their defined 

contribution pot for the first time: 

Year Annuities Drawdown 

Oct 2015 – Sept 2016 82,391 163,632 

Oct 2016 – Sept 2017 70,452 181,633 

[1] https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/market-

studies/ms16-1-3.pdf 

Pensions: Fees and Charges 

Asked by Lord Mendelsohn 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what assessment 

they have made of the Financial Conduct Authority's 

(FCA) conclusion that people could be paying too much 

in charges to access their pensions early; and whether 

they support the proposal by the FCA for pension 

providers to send "wake-up" packs to their customers at 

the age of 50 and for every five years after that until 

they access their pension. [HL9341] 

Asked by Lord Mendelsohn 

To ask Her Majesty's Government whether they will 

consider a charge cap on pension drawdowns. [HL9344] 

Lord Bates: The government thinks it is important that 

there is a competitive, innovative retirement income 

market and that customers are treated fairly and benefit 

from appropriate protections. However, it also recognises 

that the retirement income market continues to evolve. 

We welcome the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)’s 

Retirement Outcomes Review, and support the FCA’s 

work to enable consumers to be better informed and able 

to make decisions on how to manage their retirement 

income. The FCA is considering changes to make charges 

more transparent and comparable to help consumers shop 

around and switch providers if appropriate. It expects the 

market to deliver competitive charges for all drawdown 

solutions and has said it will take action if it does not. 

We look forward to working with the FCA and industry 

on the next steps of the review, including the FCA’s 

consideration of any potential charge cap. 

Asked by Lord Mendelsohn 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what estimate they 

have made of the total costs to consumers of charges 

made for early access to pensions since the age limit 

was lowered to 55 in 2015. [HL9343] 

Lord Bates: The government does not hold this 

information in this format. 

After the pension freedoms were introduced, some 

consumers were facing early exit charges of 5% or more 

of the fund value. Consequently, the government 

legislated for the FCA to introduce a cap on early exit 

charges. We estimated that the 1% cap introduced by the 

FCA would lead to savings for consumers of £42.7m 

between 2017 and 2020. 

In its Retirement Outcomes Review, the FCA found 

that the average total charges faced by non-advised 

consumers with drawdown products ranged from 0.4 to 

1.6%. We look forward to working with the FCA and 

industry on the next steps of the review, including the 

FCA’s consideration of any potential charge cap. 

Podiatry 

Asked by Lord Campbell-Savours 

To ask Her Majesty's Government whether they will 

fund an independent evaluation of the efficacy of laser 

equipment in the treatment of fungal infections by the 

podiatry profession, in order to assess the claims of 

some equipment manufacturers. [HL9424] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: Laser equipment, if presented 

by a manufacturer for the treatment of nail fungal 

infections, is a Class IIa medical device. As such, the 

manufacturer of the laser equipment is required to meet 

the requirements of the Medical Devices Regulations 

2002. For a Class IIa device the manufacturer must have a 

quality management system in place and they must obtain 

the services of a Notified Body, who will assess the safety 

and performance of the device before issuing a CE 

certificate to the manufacturer for the products. The 

Notified Body assessment will include all aspects of the 

device, including verification of the manufacturer’s 

testing for the performance and safety of the device, the 

manufacturing processes and components of the device 

and review these in the light of the claims made by the 

manufacturer for the device concerned. As such, there are 

no plans to fund an independent evaluation, however 

concerns about the safety or performance of a medical 

device should be reported to the Medicines and 

Healthcare products Regulatory Agency who will 

investigate accordingly. 

Pregnancy: Mental Illness 

Asked by Baroness Hodgson of Abinger 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what steps they 

will take to tackle the under-diagnosis of perinatal 

mental illness. [HL9378] 
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Lord O'Shaughnessy: This Government is committed 

to improving perinatal mental health services for women 

during pregnancy and in the first postnatal year, so that 

women are able to access the right care at the right time 

and close to home. 

The Department is investing £365 million from 2015/16 

to 2020/21 in perinatal mental health services, and NHS 

England is leading a transformation programme to ensure 

that by 2020/21 at least 30,000 more women each year are 

able to access evidence-based specialist mental health 

care during the perinatal period. 

Over £1.2 million was provided in 2017 to enable the 

training of primary care, maternity and mental health staff 

to increase awareness and skills related to perinatal 

mental health. 

Refugees: Syria 

Asked by The Lord Bishop of Coventry 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what assessment 

they have made of why the UN High Commissioner for 

Refugees has referred so few Christians, Yazidis and 

other Syrian religious minorities for resettlement in the 

UK; whether any members of those minorities were 

resettled in the UK in the first quarter of 2018; and if 

not, why not. [HL9547] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: In resettlement, the 

UK works according to the humanitarian principles of 

impartiality and neutrality which means that we do not 

take into consideration the ethno-religious origins of 

people requiring assistance as we resettle solely on the 

basis of needs, identified by UNHCR through their 

established submission categories. 

We believe that one way to protect the privacy of those 

being resettled and ensure their recovery and integration 

is to limit the amount of information about them that we 

make publicly available. We therefore do not believe it is 

appropriate to publish a religious and ethnic breakdown of 

those who have been resettled. 

Russia: Chemical Weapons 

Asked by Viscount Waverley 

To ask Her Majesty's Government whether they have 

had any communication with the government of Russia, 

its agencies or any intermediaries on the issues arising 

from events in Salisbury and Amesbury; and if not, why 

not. [HL9360] 

Asked by Viscount Waverley 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what specific 

questions they intend to put to the government of 

Russia or its agencies that would give possible insight 

into the events in Salisbury and Amesbury; and whether 

they intend to request assistance from that government. 

[HL9361] 

Lord Ahmad of Wimbledon: The Prime Minister's 

statement in the House of Commons on 12 March set out 

the questions the former Foreign Secretary asked of the 

Russian Government when he summoned the Russian 

Ambassador to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

earlier that day. We still await a reply. 

Self-harm: Children 

Asked by The Marquess of Lothian 

To ask Her Majesty's Government how many (1) 

boys, and (2) girls aged 17 years old or under have been 

admitted to hospital in England because of (a) self-

harm, and (b) self-poisoning in the last ten years 

compared to the previous ten years. [HL9500] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: The information is not available 

in the format requested. However, a table showing a count 

of finished admission episodes (FAEs) with a first 

recorded cause code of self-poisoning or self-harm for 

patients aged under 18 in England from 1997-98 to 2006-

07 and 2007-08 to 2016-17 is attached due to the size of 

the data. 

The attached data shows an increase in FAEs relating to 

self-harm in young people over this time period. FAEs 

show a count of activity rather than people, as a person 

may be admitted to hospital more than once. 

However, the increases shown in the data should also 

be interpreted in the context of improving data collection 

and reporting and increasing knowledge, awareness of 

self-harming and empowerment of people to report self-

harm. 

For example, during the time period, the Hospital 

Episode Statistics dataset has improved the quality of its 

data and increased its coverage of activity to include the 

independent sector, which will be factors in the higher 

activity shown in later years. There have also been 

improvements in data recording in later years. We have 

also seen increased self-reporting of self-harm through 

other data collections such as the Adult Psychiatric 

Morbidity Survey between 2014 and the previous report 

in 2007, which would support the assumption of increased 

knowledge and awareness and less stigma so that people 

feel more able to report self-harm. 

The Answer includes the following attached material: 

Self harm and self poisoning admissions [Count of finished 

admission episodes table formatted.docx] 

The material can be viewed online at: 
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-

answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-12/HL9500 

Social Rented Housing: Construction 

Asked by Lord Kennedy of Southwark 

To ask Her Majesty's Government how many homes 

designated for social rent were built each year from 

2010 until the last year records are available; and how 
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this compares to homes designated for other purposes. 

[HL9492] 

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: These are published 

statistics and are in the public domain on the gov.uk 

website. 

The number of new built additional dwelling for social 

rent up to 2016-17 by year can be found in Live Table 

1009. It shows there were nearly 117,000 new built 

additional dwelling for social rent between 2010-11 and 

2016-17. 

The Department also publishes an annual release 

entitled ‘Housing supply: net additional dwellings, 

England’, which is the primary and most comprehensive 

measure of housing supply. This shows 997,000 

additional homes have been built between 2010-11 and 

2016-17. 

Social Security Benefits: Children 

Asked by Lord Bassam of Brighton 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the 

Written Answer by Lord Bates on 16 July (HL9124), 

whether they will now provide an estimate of the 

number of working families with two children or more 

currently using foodbanks following reductions in 

benefit entitlement or delays in benefit payments. 

[HL9531] 

Baroness Buscombe: We do not record the number of 

people using foodbanks or other types of food aid. [Some 

food aid providers, such as the Trussell Trust, produce 

statistics on the number of food parcels distributed.] 

Social Services: Finance 

Asked by Baroness Redfern 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, in preparing the 

forthcoming Green Paper on the future funding of adult 

social care, whether more emphasis will be placed on 

giving people greater control over the care they receive, 

and making paying for social care fairer and less 

dependent on the illness a person contracts. [HL9447] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: The Green Paper on Care and 

Support will include a focus on the principles of whole-

person, integrated care and giving people receiving 

support the highest possible control. 

The Government is committed to ensuring that 

everyone has access to the care and support they need, but 

we are clear that there should continue to be a principle of 

shared responsibility, and that people should continue to 

expect to contribute to their care as part of preparing for 

later life. 

The Green Paper will bring forward ideas for including 

an element of risk pooling in the system, which will help 

to protect people from the highest costs. This will include 

proposals to place a limit on the care costs individuals 

face. 

Asked by Baroness Redfern 

To ask Her Majesty's Government, in preparing the 

forthcoming Green Paper on the future funding of adult 

social care, whether emphasis will be placed on 

personalised preventative medicine and Screening 

Saves Lives; and what plans they have to reduce the 

screening age from 60 to 50 years. [HL9448] 

Lord O'Shaughnessy: The Green Paper on care and 

support will primarily focus on social care for older 

adults. 

In terms of personalised preventative medicine, NHS 

England introduced the general practitioner contract in 

2017/18. This aims to support people to live well for 

longer, through identifying patients who may be living 

with frailty and ensuring that they have access to the key 

evidence-based interventions including a falls assessment 

and medications review. 

The Government is committed to providing well-

managed screening programmes that are introduced 

following a robust process using peer reviewed evidence. 

The UK National Screening Committee (UK NSC) 

advises ministers and the National Health Service in all 

four countries about all aspects of screening policy and 

supports implementation. The national cancer screening 

programmes in England include adult cancer screening 

programmes for cervical, breast and bowel cancer with 

varying age parameters, and any changes made to existing 

screening programmes will follow the UK NSC’s 

published evidence review process. 

Space Technology: Sutherland 

Asked by Lord Birt 

To ask Her Majesty's Government whether they will 

publish the business case for creating a spaceport at 

A’Mhoine; and what is the anticipated cost per 

kilogram of satellite launched as compared with 

existing available alternative launchers. [HL9575] 

Lord Henley: The Government has this week 

announced grant funding for a number of projects to kick-

start the market for commercial spaceport in the UK, 

including to support Highlands and Islands Executive 

(HIE) to build a vertical launch spaceport on the 

A’Mhoine Peninsula, Sutherland. HIE’s proposal was put 

forward with its commercial partners and is held in 

confidence by the UK Space Agency. The cost per 

kilogram of launch from any spaceport will depend on a 

number of factors, including the launch vehicle and 

mission profile, that can only be assessed by a launch 

vehicle operator. 

Subversion: Russia 

Asked by Lord Rennard 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what steps they are 

taking to work with other countries to prevent Russian 

influence from undermining democratic principles 

including by (1) providing funding to influence 
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electoral outcomes significantly, (2) establishing social 

media accounts which disguise their real origin, and (3) 

promoting fake news, including relating to the 

attempted murder of their opponents on British soil. 

[HL9350] 

Lord Young of Cookham: We are committed to 

defending the UK from all forms of malign foreign state 

interference, whether from Russia or any other state. This 

includes working with international partners where 

appropriate. As part of our response, the UK agreed at the 

2018 G7 summit in Charlevoix, Canada to work with 

other G7 members on defending democracy from foreign 

threats. 

The Electoral Commission is the independent 

regulatory body responsible for ensuring that elections are 

run effectively and in accordance with the law. There is 

also legislation in place to prevent foreign money being 

used to finance campaigning at UK elections. It is for the 

Electoral Commission to investigate any breaches of this 

legislation. 

A copy of the Charlevoix commitment is attached. 

The Answer includes the following attached material: 

Charlevoix commitment 

[DefendingDemocracyFromForeignThreats.pdf] 

The material can be viewed online at: 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-
answers-statements/written-question/Lords/2018-07-09/HL9350 

Urban Areas 

Asked by Lord Kennedy of Southwark 

To ask Her Majesty's Government what assessment 

they have made of the second review by Bill Grimsey 

on the British high street. [HL9494] 

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: The Minister for High 

Streets, Jake Berry MP, has met with Mr Grimsey and 

members of his team to discuss his review. 

This Government recognises that high streets face 

challenges. That is why we have assembled an expert 

panel to diagnose the issues that currently affect the 

health of our high streets and advise on the best practical 

measures to help them thrive now and in the future. 

Later this summer the Department, in conjunction with 

the expert panel, we will put out a call for evidence 

seeking what members of the public and young people in 

particular want from the high streets of the future. The 

panel, chaired by Sir John Timpson, will consider the 

Grimsey Review as part of its evidence review. 

Visas: Grenfell Tower Inquiry 

Asked by Baroness Hamwee 

To ask Her Majesty's Government whether visas have 

been issued to members of families of Grenfell Tower 

fire victims attending the Grenfell Tower Inquiry that 

are limited to a period shorter than the expected length 

of that Inquiry; and, if so why. [HL9550] 

Baroness Williams of Trafford: We will do 

everything we can to support the Grenfell Tower Public 

Inquiry and enable Core Participants to attend. Where 

attendance at the Inquiry is raised, visas have been issued, 

including outside of the Immigration Rules, for periods of 

up to six months. 

The Grenfell relatives’ policy introduced on 11 October 

2017, was extended on 26 June to allow family members 

of victims or survivors with Core Participant status or 

who are called to give evidence, to extend their stay for 

further six-month periods. This is to allow relatives to 

remain at least until the anticipated close of the Inquiry 

oral evidence sessions. 

Relatives who do not have CP status, or who wish to 

apply for a longer period of stay, may wish to consider 

whether they meet the requirements of existing published 

policies to come to or remain in the UK. 
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